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“Give me somewhere to stand, and I will move the earth.“
Archimedes

INTRODUCTION-DAMIEN MEYER

Me: a short work history
I am a senior UX Researcher and Genomics scientist
specialized in data visualization applied to molecular
microbiology and genome analysis. As a microbiologist
my research focuses on infectious strategies of bacteria.
I was trained at Toulouse University and Iowa State
University and have had the opportunity to work for
high-profile academics, world leaders in the field of
genomics and innovative thinking.
Over the years, I have worked on numerous projects
including: bioinformatics prediction softwares, app for lab
collections archives, virulence attenuation modelling
(game theory), spatial ecological genomics, genome and
data visualization and systems biology of bacterial
infections.

Portfolio Intro

Work philosophy
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My work is guided by a need to rationalize, understand the user/audience, make
things pretty, combine science with art, mince words, find good questions, help
make connections between ideas and explain complicated things.
All while being a husband and father of 2 .

How do I work?
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I conduct research for all stages of the product development process: from
« white page », open explorations in the discover phase, to design and validation
of oriented research in the deliver phase.

What methods do I use?
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I use a broad toolkit of UX research and computational biology methods. I select
the appropriate method based on the stakeholder input and the research
questions we are trying to answer.

Computational
biology

Systems
biology

Persona
creation

Usability + “Wizard of Oz“
A/B testing
testing

In-context
interview

Card
sorting

Co-design
workshop

Mind
mapping

Journey
maps

Surveys
creation

International Focus - collaborative
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I have setup and conducted research in 14 countries on five continents,
developing dozens of fruitful collaborations. I also led workshops and lectures.

Experienced with:
•

•

Working in several languages
with various people (tech,
students, PIs…)
Working with stakeholders of
distinct backgrounds (scientists,
politics, industrials, IP, economics,
biologists, informaticians…)

Me as a keywords list
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guitar playing | analogies | animals | music | comfortable silence | bonsaïs |
oriental culture | rock | espresso | graphic design | humanism | humour |
Steve Jobs | snowboarding | Bonnie Bassler | Spanish | French | lord of the
rings | bacteriology | hiking | family | Martin Krzywinski | seashore |
genomics | knives | the change of seasons | John F. Nash | fishing | a good
book | perceptual color palettes | philosophy of science | photography |
science | food | cooking | Beau Lotto | technology | things that make me go
hmmm | groove | modern art | wine | friends | words

S4TE 2.0 Software
https://sate.cirad.fr

CASE STUDY 1

Project Overview

Case 1: S4TE 2.0

In 2018, our bacteriology research team was
looking for a unique feature for its new
release of user-friendly web-based prediction
algorithm and was considering comparative
genomics as an option.
The research that I conducted for this project
had two goals:
1. Exploration: Better understand the
desires and painpoints of the biologists
for virulence protein prediction.
2. Validation: Validate the key points of the
software (e.g. ease-of-use, accessibility of
the results, and new features) within the
real prediction context.

Where were we in the
Product Dev Process?

Discover

Design

Deliver

Research Setup

M. Bonazzi
CNRS, France

Case 1: S4TE 2.0

P. De Figueiredo
TAMU, USA

1: In-context ITW
& journey map
•

•

•

I interviewed individually several
researchers (US and France).
I asked them lots of questions
about their way to manipulate
genomic data without commandline skills, and their current
solutions to analyze bacterial
genomes.
During the interviews, we created
a step-by-step user journey for
their ideal experience of
predicting bacterial proteins.

2: Co-design WS
& Card sorting
•

•

•

In a workshop format, we
invited 10 biologists
(interested by this software) to
“design“ their ideal
prediction software on paper.
We gave users cards which
showed features we were
considering for the algorithm.
I also asked participants to
sort the cards from the most
necessary to least favorite and
to explain why.

3: Usability & Testing
•

•

We created a prototype
version of the program and
installed it with a dedicated
dataset.
A collaborating research
team “blind-tested“ the
software and gave
feedbacks about their
preferences in order to
adapt the design and the
architecture.

Key Insights
1. Current Painpoints: Testers cannot
analyze bacterial genomes without
programming skills. User-friendly interface
is necessary for biologists. Downloadable
results in .csv format are appreciated and
user accounts is a plus.
2. Protein Information: It is very important
to participants to have all access to
protein features and interactive links to
biological database.
3. New feature proposition: Participants
proposed to include a new feature
allowing to compare several predictions.
This new program was added in the
architecture and is now widely used.

Case 1: S4TE 2.0

PanExplorer Application
https://panexplorer.southgreen.fr

CASE STUDY 2

Project Overview

Case 2: PanExplorer

In 2019, my team was in the early stages on
developing a genome navigation and
comparison tool for microbiologists.
The research that I conducted for this project
focused on:
1. User habits + Solutions: How do
microbiologists currently experience
comparing genomes on-line? How do
they experience their favorite softwares?
2. Validation: Validate the usability of the
algorithm during the first time experience
3. Delivering requirements: What elements
would create the best experience for the
user?

Where were we in the
Product Dev Process?

Discover

Design

Deliver

Research Setup

•

•

Case 2: PanExplorer

1: In-context ITW

2: Journey map

I interviewed 3 researchers
(US and France) during their
work on bioinformatics
analysis of genomes.

•

I asked them lots of
questions about their way to
navigate “inside“ a genome,
what they analyze and what
goals they have in terms of
comparative genomics.

•

In a workshop format, we
asked users to indicate us
what are the key steps in
their experience of pangenome analysis
Particularly, we asked
them what are the major
hurdles to visualize these
complex data and make
them usable.

3: Usability test &
“wizard of oz“ test
•

•

•

We created a prototype
version of the program and
asked collaborators (n>10) to
test it.
For major features (synteny,
phylogeny, cluster and gene
searches…), we asked them to
choose between various
proposition
Some users wanted to upload
their own data but this feature
was not yet ready. So we
simulated this in real time.

Key Insights
1. Bacterial comparative genomics is a
pain: Participants have to use separate
softwares. It is difficult to have a global
picture and evaluate specificities.
2. Examining pan-genomes is a pain:
Determining pan-genomes is tough and
analyses are often partial. A semiautomated software is highly appreciated.
PanExplorer is a gold solution for
participants.
3. Interaction: Interactivity is necessary
when examining specific genes. Biologists
have very specific ideas about their needs.
That is why they prefer a customizable allin-one solution.

Case 2: PanExplorer

QUESTIONS?
Contact Info:
E: damien.meyer@gmail.com
T: (590) 690-477-056

